
expected for the A319 and A320. The
A321’s heavier gear would be expected
to have a fee in the order of $170,000.
This results in a cost of $6.25 per FH for
the A319 and A320 and $7.30 per FH
for the A321. 

The A320 family is powered by two
Allied Signal APUs and the Sundstrand/
APIC APS 3200. The original Allied
Signal APU was the GTCP 36-280, but
has short on-aircraft times for some
airlines. “We had an on-aircraft time of
about 4,000 operational hours for the
36-280,” says Ugo Cucciniello, head of
purchasing, logistics and marketing at
Alitalia. “We are now retrofitting our
A321 fleet with the GTCP 131-9A. We
expect an on-aircraft operational time of
7,000 hours for this APU, which will
lower maintenance costs. We also expect
the APU to have more reliable LRUs.”

The APS 3200 also has a reputation
with some airlines for not being as
reliable as the 131-9A. The APS 3200
has a similar on-aircraft operational time
between removals of about 4,000 hours. 

The APS 3200 and GTCP 36-280
both only have heavy shop visits and do
not have hot-section inspections. These
shop visits have a typical third-party cost
of $100,000–150,000. The number of
APU operational hours is sometimes
difficult to convert to aircraft FC or FH.

The APU is usually required during turn
time of about 45 minutes in most
operations and for 10 minutes during
engine start and taxi out and five minutes
during taxi in.

This ratio of one APU operational
hours to 1FC means that an APU
operational time of 4,000 hours is equal
to about 7,400FH. The 131-9A is
expected to have an on-aircraft
operational time of 7,000 hours or
13,000FH with a similar overhaul cost. 

The FH cost for the GTCP 36-280
and APS 3200 is therefore about $16.80,
while the higher reliability of the 131-9A
reduces this cost to about $9.60 per FH. 

Wheels, brakes and tyres are more
difficult to budget for because of their 
on-condition maintenance status. Some
operators do, however, closely monitor
average rates of removal and repair of
these components. 

“Wheels are inspected by pilots
during the pre-flight check,” say Joachim
Hemming, manager of reliability at SR
Technics. “We remove wheels for a non-
destructive testing (NDT) inspection
about every 800FC and after about
another 700FC for overhaul.”

Although wheels do not have an
ultimate life limit it becomes more
economical to replace them after several
repairs. This analysis assumes that three

repairs and six NDT inspections, three
with repairs, are performed before the
wheels are scrapped and replaced with
new ones every 5,000FC. 

“The average cost of inspecting a set
of four A319 and A320 main wheels is
$3,500. When performed six times over
5,000FC, the corresponding number of
FH generates a cost of about $2.30 per
FH. A set of four A321 wheels costs
about $4,200 to test and so has a higher
FH cost of $2.70. 

Nose wheel inspections cost about
$2,400 per set and so have a FH cost of
about $1.50.

Overhaul of main wheel sets costs
about $2,900 for the A320 family and
results in an FH cost of $1.0. Nose wheel
repairs also cost about $2,900, or $0.90
per FH. 

A complete set of new main wheels
costs about $37,000 and so has an FH
cost of $4.00. Altogether, the cost of
inspecting, repairing and buying new
wheel rims costs about $9.60 per FH for
the whole A320 family. 

“Wheels are also removed for other
reasons,” explains Hemming. “Besides
wheel rim inspections, tyres also have to
be removed for remoulding. We remove
tyres for remoulding about once every
300FC.” Tyres can legally be remoulded
three times before having to be replaced.
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A320 FLIGHT HOUR (FH) AIRFRAME AND COMPONENT MAINTENANCE COSTS

Maintenance Interval MH MH Materials Rotables/ Total Cost per flight
Item consumed cost ($) used ($) Interior ($) cost ($) hour ($)

Pre-flight check Per cycle/1.9FH 1 50 14 64 34

Daily check 36 hours/13FH 3 147 41 188 15

Weekly check 8 days/68FH 10 489 137 626 9

Supplemental check 28 days/238FH 6 300 84 384 2

Average A check 50 days/425FH 220 11,000 3,300 14,300 33

C1/2/3/5/6 check 15 months/3,875FH 2,400 119,000 34,000 153,000 33

C8 check 120 months/31,000FH 4,190 210,000 50,000 260,000 8

Five-year check 60 months/15,500FH 11,400 570,000 250,000 90,000 910,000 59

Nine-year check 105 months/27,125FH 18,000 903,000 450,000 150,000 1,503,000 55

Nine-year check 105 months/27,125FH 20,600 1,028,000 450,000 150,000 1,628,000 60

with sampling programme

Landing gear 8 years/23,250FH 145,000 6

APU repair (GTCP 36-280/APS 3200) 7,000FH 125,000 17

Wheel inspection 1,500FH-6 5,900 4

Wheel repair 2,800FH-3 12,800 2

Wheel replace 9,000FH 37,400 4

Tyre remould (3)/replace 300FC/900FC 17,200 12

Brake repair/replace 1,000FC/15,000FC 297,000 11

LRU PBH rate 205

Total ccost pper FFlight HHour ((sampling pprogramme nnot iincluded) 509

This ttable iis bbased oon aan aannual aaircraft uutilisation oof 33,100FH aand 11,670FC aand aan aaverage fflight ttime oof 11 hhour aand 552 mminutes


